A direct connection is proved between the Non-Abelian Bianchi Identities(NABI), and the abelian Bianchi identities for the 't Hooft tensor. As a consequence the existence of a non-zero magnetic current is related to the violation of the NABI's and is a gauge-invariant property. The construction allows to show that not all abelian projections can be used to expose monopoles in lattice configurations: each field configuration with non-zero magnetic charge identifies its natural projection, up to gauge transformations which tend to unity at large distances. It is shown that the so-called maximal-abelian gauge is a legitimate choice. It is also proved, starting from the NABI, that monopole condensation is a physical gauge invariant phenomenon, independent of the choice of the abelian projection.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Monopoles have become very popular in QCD after the proposal [1, 2] that they can play a role in the confinement of color, by condensing in the vacuum and producing dual superconductivity.
The prototype monopole configuration is a soliton solution of the SU (2) Higgs model with the Higgs in the adjoint representation [3, 4] . It exists in the Higgs broken phase and is characterized by its topology, namely by being a non trivial mapping of the sphere at spatial infinity, S 2 , onto the gauge group, better onto SU (2)/U (1). In mathematical language it is said that it has a non trivial π 2 . Similar configurations also exist in the unbroken phase, and in a theory with no Higgs field. In this case it is not clear what plays the role of the Higgs field and how the unitary gauge is defined. One possibility is that the residual U (1) symmetry is identified by the invariance group of any operator in the adjoint representation [5] , or, more generally, by any gauge fixing. A choice of the residual symmetry is called an abelian projection.
A big activity has developed during the years in the lattice community, to detect and study monopoles in numerically generated QCD configurations. After a gauge fixing the abelian part of the elementary Wilson loops (the plaquettes) is isolated and monopoles detected by the recipe of Ref. [6] : any excess over 2π of the abelian phase is interpreted as existence of a Dirac string through the plaquette; a net magnetic charge exists in an elementary cube when a net number of Dirac flux lines crosses the plaquettes at its border. In the U (1) gauge theory of Ref. [6] the magnetic flux is a well defined, gauge invariant quantity and so is the number of monopoles. In the nonabelian case, instead, the abelian part of the plaquette is gauge dependent, and therefore the existence or non existence of a monopole in a given site is a gauge dependent statement. Indeed most people prefer to work in the socalled maximal abelian gauge, in which the abelian part of the phase of the plaquette is maximized, and abelian and monopole dominance are direct [7] [8] [9] . It is rather intriguing that a monopole exists in a given site of a configuration in some gauge, and not in some other gauge. To have physical meaning a monopole should have a gauge invariant status. Either monopoles can be created or destroyed by gauge transformations, and therefore they are not gauge invariant objects, or what is seen on the lattice are mostly artifacts which should disappear at sufficiently large β = 2N g 2 where the continuum is reached, the lattice spacing goes to zero and the average phase of the plaquette with it. In this limit the existence of monopoles should be a gauge invariant property. The alternative is that the idea of Ref. [5] , that any gauge fixing can provide an effective Higgs field to expose monopoles, is not correct.
In this paper we address these questions and the problem of giving monopoles a gauge invariant definition. The key tool to do that will be the non abelian Bianchi identities.
II. NON-ABELIAN BIANCHI IDENTITIES
We define a current J ν as
with G * µν ≡ 1 2 ǫ µνρσ G ρσ and G ρσ the usual field strength tensor. A non zero J ν is by definition a violation of the non-abelian Bianchi identities. Eq.(1) is gauge covariant and therefore a non-zero J ν is a gauge-invariant property.
In this paper we will show that the (abelian) magnetic currents related to monopoles are proportional to J ν , and therefore a violation of the Bianchi identities Eq.(1) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of magnetic currents in a field configuration.
We will also argue that a natural and general way exists to define the unitary gauge or the abelian projection in any field configuration. This choice does not rely on any arbitrary choice of a field in the adjoint representation.
The current J ν is covariantly conserved
The last equality follows from the fact that the fields are taken at the same point, the commutator is antisymmetric under the exchange (µν) ⇄ (ρσ) whilst ǫ µνρσ is symmetric. Not all of the information contained in Eq.(1), however, is gauge invariant. To identify its gauge invariant content we can e.g. diagonalise it by a gauge transformation: there will be as many independent equations as the number of independent diagonal generators in the algebra. This number is by definition the rank r of the group. So for example for SU (N ) there will be N − 1 independent equations instead of the N 2 − 1 equalities of Eq.(1).
To expose them one can project on a complete set of diagonal matrices, which we shall choose for convenience to be the matrices φ a 0 representing the fundamental weights µ a (a = 1, .., r) of the algebra in the representation in which they are diagonal. In formulae:
In the generic gauge, if we define φ a as
and
Eq.(6) is the full gauge-invariant content of Eq.(1), provided that φ a as defined by Eq.(4) are diagonal in the gauge in which J ν is diagonal. The violation of the nonabelian Bianchi identities selects a particular choice of the effective Higgs field, i.e. of the abelian projection. Lorentz invariance insures, together with the theorems of Ref. [10] , that the four components of the current J ν can be made diagonal simultaneously in color space.
However, in the spirit of Ref. [5] , we can assume that any choice of φ a of the form Eq. (4) is valid and consider the identity
a any operator of the form Eq.(4). Making use of Eq.(2) we get
We will show in Section IV that the expression on the left side of Eq. (7) is nothing but the divergence of the dual of the a-th 't Hooft tensor. By definition the 't Hooft tensor is a gauge invariant tensor equal to the abelian field strength in the representation in which φ a is diagonal. In formulae
The magnetic current of the a-th monopole species is proportional, for any choice of φ a , Eq.(4), to the violation of the non abelian Bianchi identity Eq.(1). The choice of φ a is nothing but the choice of the abelian projection. Eq. (8) says then that the existence of a non-zero magnetic current is a gauge invariant property, independent of the choice of the abelian projection. This is of course true also in the special case discussed above where φ a is diagonal with the current J ν .
III. THE 'T HOOFT TENSOR
We briefly recall some basic facts about the 't Hooft tensor, which will be needed in the following; for a complete discussion see [3, 11, 12] .
The 't Hooft tensor F µν is a gauge invariant tensor that in the unitary gauge coincides with the abelian field strength of the residual U (1) gauge group.
In a gauge theory with a compact and semi-simple gauge group G, there exist as many monopole abelian charges as the rank of the group r and correspondingly r independent 't Hooft tensors F a µν . The index a, (a = 1, . . . , r), runs on the simple roots of the Lie algebra of G. They have the form [12] :
Here φ a (x) is defined by Eq.(4), with φ a 0 the fundamental weights corresponding to the simple roots α a (a = 1, . . . , r). To define the numbers λ a I appearing in Eq. (9) we recall the relations which define the fundamental weights,
where H i (i = 1, . . . , r) are the commuting elements of the Cartan algebra and E α the generators corresponding to the roots α. The vector c a corresponding to the simple root a obeys the following relations with the generic simple root α
In order to simplify the notation we define
Since any positive root α is a sum of integer multiples of positive roots, the product of c a · α is nothing but the number of times that the simple root α a enters in the sum. The coefficients λ a I in Eq. (9) are the different values that ( c a · α) 2 takes as α runs on the ensemble of roots, each value taken only once. There will be as many terms in Eq. (9) as many different values of λ a I . For SU (N ) group, all the simple roots contribute with a factor zero or 1 to any positive root, so that λ assumes the only value λ = 1 and the tensor reads [3, 11] :
It is easy to show that the definition Eq. (9) does in fact define the 't Hooft tensor, by a simple extension of the argument developed in Ref. [11] for the case of SU (N ). Call X 2 (A, φ a ) the sum of the terms bilinear in the gauge fields A µ A ν in the expression Eq.(9).
Going to the gauge where φ a is diagonal, φ a = φ a 0 and expanding A µ on the Cartan basis of the algebra H i , E α we get
Because of the cyclic property of the trace only the non diagonal part of A µ contributes in Eq. (14) . By use of Eq.(10) the commutators can be computed. The result is
For each root α, (c a α ) 2 will be equal to some λ a I . It is trivial to check that the sum in the second line of Eq. (16) is equal to zero , for any number of λ's.
It follows that
for arbitrary fields A µ . For convenience we now give a name, ∆ a µν , to the sum of the terms that follow the first one in the expression Eq. (9) .
In the new notation F a µν can be written in a compact form as
Noticing that, by use of Eq. (4),
we can write
By use of Eq. (20) and of the definition of X 2 (A, φ a ) in Eq. (14) we get
Because of Eq. (17), we have then for F a µν ,
In the unitary gauge φ a is equal to the fundamental weight, Ω µ = 0 and F a µν is nothing but the abelian field strength of the residual U (1) gauge symmetry. We conclude that our definition Eq.(9) [12] gives the correct 't Hooft tensor.
For gauge groups with one single value for λ a I , namely 1, Ω µ in Eq. (22) can be replaced by [Ω µ , φ a ] since the commutator of φ a with the elements of the algebra corresponding to positive roots reproduces the elements, the commutator with the elements corresponding to negative roots reproduces them up to a minus sign. The trace selects products of elements corresponding to a root and to its negative. As a consequence
Eq.(23) was first derived in Ref. [13] for SU (2) . See also Ref. [11] . For a detailed derivation of Eq. (9) we refer to Ref. [12] .
IV. PROOF OF EQ.(8)
In order to derive Eq.(8), we sum to both sides of the equality Eq.(7) the divergence of the dual of the tensor ∆ a µν defined in Eq. (18) . Making use of Eq.(19) the result reads
with
We now prove the following 
Let's now consider the first term of the r.h.s. of (25), Tr(D µ φ a G * µν ). Since it gets non zero contribution only from the components of the field strength G ρσ that do not commute with φ a we can introduce the projector P a on these components in an analogous way as was done in Ref. [12] , and replace G ρσ by P a G ρσ ,
By comparison with Eq.(27)
Our theorem is then equivalent to the statement
The proof of Eq.(30) that we were able to give is by direct computation. The computation is relatively simple for groups with one single value of the coefficients λ a I , like SU (N ), or with two or three values, like G 2 , and we report it below. For more complicated cases with four to six values of λ a I , which occur with the special groups F 4 , E 7 , E 8 the computation is more involved, and is sketched in the appendix. The result is in all cases Eq.(30). All the possible patterns are enumerated in the Table at the end Ref. [12] . Maybe a more synthetic proof can be given, but we were not able to find it. The physically interesting cases involve one value of λ I [SU (N )], or at most three [G 2 ]. The other cases were included, as was done in Ref. [12] , only to show that the mechanism is very general, relies on geometry, and is independent on the choice of the gauge group.
For the case of one value of λ I , C a ν Eq.(28) contains one term
Using again the expansion Eq. (15), in the unitary gauge we obtain
where the sum runs onto all the roots. Since the trace is gauge invariant, this expression is nonzero only if there's at least one triple of roots satisfying the relation
Moreover each root must contain the root α a corresponding to the maximal weight φ a 0 with coefficients plus or minus one, otherwise the coefficients ( c · α) are equal to zero. The simple roots are linear independent and complete. The combination α i + α j + α k can never be zero, since it contains the root α a one or three times. As a consequence C a ν = 0.
If
The
Similar to what was done above Π 3 can be expressed in terms of the averages over permutations λ a , (λ a ) 2 , λ 
The possibilities to satisfy Eq.(32) are Both choices, when inserted in Eq.(37), give Π 3 = 0, i.e. C a ν = 0. The way to extend the proof to more complicated cases in which λ can assume four, five or six different values [12] is trivial: write C a ν in the analogous form as Eq.'s (33), (35); identify the triples of roots containing α a at least once, and show by direct computation, as done above, that the sum over permutations of the factor Π multiplying their contribution to C a ν is zero. This is schematically presented in the Appendix.
V. ABOUT THE ABELIAN PROJECTION
We now check the statements of the previous section on the exact monopole solution of Ref.'s [3, 4] . For the notation and for the detailed calculations we refer to the original papers [3, 4] , and to the book Ref. [14] . In this case the gauge group is SU (2), there is one fundamental weight, µ = σ3 2 in the representation in which it is diagonal. The violation of the non-abelian Bianchi identities of Eq.(1) can explicitly be computed, e.g in the unitary gauge, giving, for a monopole sitting at r = 0,
Here (1) is diagonal in the unitary gauge, where, by definition, the vev of the Higgs field is diagonal, proportional to σ 3 , and therefore the right choice for the field φ of Eq.(4) is the direction of the Higgs field.
For SU(2) a generic operator in the adjoint representation has the form Eq.(4) (up to a normalization): a different choice of the abelian projection, i.e. of U ( r), as suggested in Ref. [5] , gives rise to a different 't Hooft tensor, in particular to a magnetic charge renormalized by a factor cos(β), where the angle β is the second Euler angle in the parametrization U ( 0) = exp(i Not all of the abelian projections are equivalent, but there exists a natural choice of the gauge fixing, namely the unitary gauge.
Notice that the unitary gauge in this model is nothing but the maximal-abelian gauge: indeed it can be directly verified that the gauge field A µ in the unitary gauge obeys the equation [5] 
which defines the maximal-abelian gauge. We shall further elaborate on this point below.
Notice that the gauge field of the solution is (in the hedgehog gauge)
Here g is the gauge coupling constant, v the vev of the Higgs field, and K(x) a function whose shape depends on the parameters of the Higgs part of the lagrangian. Up to possible logarithmic corrections
The function K(gvr) cancels exactly in the Bianchi identity Eq.(38). If we choose the φ field diagonal in the unitary gauge φ = σ3 2 , we get for the 't Hooft tensor
and for the corresponding abelian Bianchi identities
in agreement with the general argument of Section II. The magnetic current has zero space components, as expected for a static configuration, and a time independent time component Eq.(38) and is therefore trivially conserved. If we look more closely to the structure of the 't Hooft tensor, we can separately compute the two terms which enter in its definition
The first term has the form
while the second term has the form
At large distances only the first term survives, up to exponentially small corrections. The non abelian magnetic field at large distances is in fact abelian and has the same orientation in color space as the current J µ of Eq.(1), which coincides, in this model, with the orientation of the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field. Indeed, in the unitary gauge, the non abelian magnetic field B i at distances much larger than the characteristic length 
These properties are much more general. Consider first a generic static configuration. For such configurations it can be shown [15] that the magnetic monopole term in the multipole expansion of the field at large distances is abelian and, if not equal to zero (zero magnetic charge), it selects a direction in color space. We shall identify this direction with the direction of the field φ 0 as defined in Eq.s (3), (4), or with the direction of the Higgs field in the model of Ref.s [3, 4] . This identifies the unitary gauge up to gauge transformations U ( r) which tend to the identity as r → ∞. Such transformations do not modify the asymptotic monopole part of the 't Hooft tensor, i.e. the magnetic charge of the configuration. The unitary gauge is defined modulo such transformations. In this gauge the magnetic field at large distances will have the form Eq.(47) with a factor m 2 in front, m being the total magnetic charge of the configuration, which in Eq.(47) is equal to 2. The first term of Eq. (44) gives
The second term will give a negligible contribution in any case, since, in the unitary gauge, The abelian Bianchi identity Eq.(8) reads, in the unitary gauge just defined,
The total magnetic charge Q ≡ d 3 rj 0 ( r), is by Gauss theorem applied to Eq.s (48),(49)
We can now, in the unitary gauge, add and subtract to b a point-like solution with the same magnetic charge, Eq.'s (45),(46)
For the magnetic charge density Eq.(49) we have
where, by construction,
Since the 't Hooft tensor is linear in the gauge field, Eq.(17), the procedure amounts to add and subtract from the gauge field that of a classical solution A 0 µ corresponding to a point-like monopole of charge m.
The term A 0 µ contains a monopole term in the multipole expansion, the term δA µ only contains higher multipoles. The non abelian magnetic field B has a similar decomposition
and also here the first term will be leading at large r. Direct computation of the 't Hooft tensor reproduces Eq.(51). Finally, the non-abelian Bianchi identity Eq. (8) will read
After projection on the fundamental weight the first term gives the first term on the right side of Eq.(53), while the second one gives δj 0 . The argument is somehow selfconsistent.
Strictly speaking the theorem of Ref. [15] on the asymptotic behavior of the field configurations only applies to solutions of the equations of motion. However a configuration which contributes to the Feynman integral in the importance sampling of a lattice simulation can be viewed as a solution which carries the topology with quantum fluctuations added to it. The classical configuration describes the large r part of the configuration, whilst fluctuations have zero average magnetic charge and vanish at large distances. Configurations are classified by their π 2 winding number.
This realizes the very idea of duality: none of the symmetries of QCD is broken, neither in the confined and in the deconfined phase, and its equations of motion are obeyed in each sector independent of the winding number. The winding number introduces extra degrees of freedom and an extra (dual) symmetry, the magnetic U (1) which can explain the phase structure by the mechanism of Higgs breaking (magnetic charge condensation). The natural excitations in (3 + 1) dimensions are monopoles.
The above argument can be extended to non static configurations. Up to topologically irrelevant terms the superposition of the configuration to the time-reversed configuration is static and allows to define the magnetic charge. Lorentz invariance allows to define the spatial components of the magnetic current.
As shown in Ref. [12] , the argument can easily be generalized to each monopole species in the case of a generic gauge group.
As a final remark we notice that the above discussion is relevant to the detection of monopoles in field configurations, e.g. in the lattice configurations. As recalled in the introduction the recipe of Ref. [6] applied to abelian part of the plaquette in QCD gives different number of monopoles, depending on the choice of the abelian projection. Our arguments show that the maximal-abelian gauge is the correct unitary gauge, up to gauge transformations which tend to unity as r → ∞. With this choice magnetic charges obey the Dirac quantization condition; with other choices the magnetic charge is smaller and therefore can prove undetectable by the recipe of Ref. [6] which is based on Dirac condition.
A check of this statement could be that monopoles defined by any abelian projection should also show up as monopoles in the maximal abelian projection, at least at sufficiently small coupling where possible discretization artifacts should be absent.
VI. MONOPOLE CONDENSATION AND
CONFINEMENT.
As shown in Sect.II there are infinitely many abelian conserved currents
one for each choice of φ a in Eq. (4), namely one for each conceivable abelian projection. J ν is the violation of the non-abelian Bianchi identities Eq. (1) and is abelianprojection independent.
As discussed above one choice is the maximal abelian projection, where φ a and J ν commute and the current is given by Eq.(3): let us denote it just by j a ν for the sake of notational simplicity. For any other choice of U (x) we have
Since the Lie algebra is isomorphic to the adjoint representation, in the notation of Eq. (15) U
(60) Inserting this equality in Eq.(59) only the diagonal part will contribute to the trace, and
If O(y) is a local operator carrying a magnetic charge m, the commutator of the magnetic charge operator Q a ≡ d 3 xj a 0 ( x, t) with it will be (Q a is constant in time)
By virtue of Eq.(61), the commutator of O(y) with the magnetic charge in the abelian projection identified by
The coefficient C aa (x, U ) will generically be nonvanishing. We are neglecting the mixing to other charges Eq.(61) which is trivially correct for SU (2) gauge group, and is also true if we choose O(y) to be neutral with respect to the charge Q b , (b = a). Therefore if O = 0, i.e. if monopoles condense in the maximal-abelian gauge, they will condense in any other abelian projection. Somehow the effective Higgs is abelian projection independent.
This explains the apparent paradox why all quarks are confined, including those which are neutral in the maximal abelian gauge. This problem has been discussed since years [16, 17] and, more recently, in a series of detailed papers Ref. [18, 19] and references therein.
All that is a consequence of the non-abelian Bianchi identities Eq.(1) and of our theorem Eq.(8).
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The basic result of this paper is the connection between magnetic charge and violation of the non abelian Bianchi identities. The abelian Bianchi identities of the abelian projected fields are obtained from the non abelian ones by projection on the orbits of the fundamental weights Eq.(4), Eq. (8) .
This analysis allows a critical discussion of the choice of the abelian projection which defines the magnetic U (1)'s. Any magnetically charged configuration naturally identifies a class of abelian projections to expose monopoles, which we show to be the maximal abelian gauge modulo gauge transformations which are trivial on the sphere S 2 at infinity. In these projections monopoles have the correct magnetic charge obeying the Dirac quantization condition. This is relevant if one wants to expose monopoles, e.g. in lattice configurations. For this purpose the idea of Ref. [5] to use the direction of any operator in the adjoint representation as effective Higgs is inadequate, since the effective magnetic charge is smaller than the Dirac charge and can be undetectable by the recipe of Ref. [6] which is based on Dirac magnetic charge quantization. This can possibly explain why different numbers of monopoles are observed, in the same configuration, in different abelian projections. The existence of a monopole in a site of a field configuration is in any case a gauge invariant, abelian-projection invariant statement, modulo lattice artifacts.
This aspect deserves a more detailed investigation, specifically on two respects:
1. Is the border of an elementary cube of the lattice far enough compared to the characteristic length of a monopole to legitimate the use of the asymptotic behavior Eq.(48)?
2. What is the influence of lattice artifacts affecting the definition of monopole of Ref. [6] at strong coupling on the detection of monopoles?
Lattice artifacts have clearly been observed in Ref. [20] . In the approach of Ref. [18, 19] possibly a way out is provided by the technical recipe of averaging on gauge transformed configurations.
If instead one wants to create a monopole (Ref. [21] [22] [23] [24] ) on a configuration with periodic boundary conditions, which has zero magnetic charge, one can choose any abelian projection for the new monopole, or do not even chose it [25, 26] .
As for dual superconductivity, Eq.(63), which is a consequence of Eq.(8), allows us to state that the Higgs breaking of magnetic U (1) is a projection independent property. This is why the Abrikosov dual flux -tubes between quarks are projection independent features [19] .
Most of the discussion above refers to the deconfined phase, where the magnetic symmetry is realized a' la Wigner, and magnetic charge is well defined as a U (1) generator. We assume, as usual, that everything and, in particular the definition of lattice monopoles, can be extended to the confined phase where magnetic charge is not defined due to monopole condensation.
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